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OUR CURRICULUM
INTENT

Across our Federation, it is our aim to develop and foster a positive attitude towards science by building on
our children’s natural curiosity about the world around
them. We are passionate about teaching the right children, the right stuff at the right time, so alongside the
teaching of our key ideas, the children are taught to
raise questions and find answers through a discoverybased approach. This involves prediction, practical exploration, experimentation and analysis. Our Mission
Possible curriculum is also designed to develop the children’s perseverance and resilience by challenging them
to develop their own means of enquiry.
Through the teaching of science, we aim to:
prepare our children for life in an increasingly scientific and technological world.
foster concern about, and active care for, our environment.
support our children to acquire a growing understanding of scientific ideas.
develop and extend our children’s scientific concept of their world.
broaden our children’s understanding of the international and collaborative nature of science.
We intend to provide our children with an enjoyable experience of science, so that they will develop a deep
and lasting interest, and therefore may be motivated to
study science further.

Year 3 investigating how things move on different surfaces.

OUR SCIENCE
CURRICULUM
Science is taught across the federation through a range of
different approaches.
Year 1 looking for woodlice, as part of their
longitudinal study.

Year 6 learning about the different organs
within the body.

Year 2 finding out about the
spread of germs and
bacteria.

OUR SCIENCE
CURRICULUM
Science is taught across the federation through a range
of different approaches.

Year 5 investigating permeability.

Year 3 exploring different
magnets.

Pre-school discovering
different textures.
Year 4 finding out about the
processes involved in digestion.

Alternative provision

Alternative Science provision is provided
for children as part of a wider programme
of learning activities.

Upcycling plastic bottles ready for
‘The Plastic Bottle Boat Challenge’

Studying wildlife

Learning about
body parts by
creating
skeletons in the
woods.
Weekly visits to
Open Minds Farm

Opportunities to Improve
Cultural Capital
There are plenty of Science
opportunities for improving
the children’s cultural capital.

Year R visit to Blue Reef
Aquarium.

Recycling workshops
for the whole-school
led by Amey and
Green up your Act.

Challenge programme—building a
‘spacecraft’ designed to provide a
safe landing for those on board.

Year 5 visit to Winchester
Science Museum.

Ocean Guardians and the
Wider Community

Across the Federation we are passionate about
looking after our environment.
We have been learning more about the affects
of plastic on our ocean environment and how we
can help.

Upcycling—
creating artwork from
plastic bottle

Whole-school beach cleans

Using the playground food bin
for our fruit
peelings.

Ocean Guardians and the
Wider Community

As part of our mission to reduce plastic
waste, we have also been spreading our
message to the local community.

Spreading our Ocean Guardians’ message
through local bus stops and our community
shop window.

Eco-club visited the Pointers Inn to find
out about their recycling habits.
Eco-club organised a litter pick in our local
environment.

Staff Training and CPD

During the year, staff across staff have had
the opportunity to access training and CPD
through:
•

•

On the beach for a training session with
Surfers Against Sewage.

Bespoke twilight sessions run by one of our
Hampshire Science Consultants.

Science network meetings with schools
across the island.

•

Work with Surfers Against Sewage.

•

Federation moderation meetings.

Twilight session run by our Science
Hampshire Consultant.

